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OnTrack Reading Phonics Program; 2-Syllable Chunking Explained Note: If a search engine
sent you here while looking for a chunking strategy for decoding unfamiliar. The duration of a
closed syllable rhyme was calculated by measuring the duration of the vowel and the part of the
geminate consonant or consonant cluster preceding. English Language Arts Standards »
Reading: Foundational Skills » Grade 2 » 3 » c Print this page. Decode regularly spelled
two-syllable words with long vowels.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RF. 2 .3.a Distinguish long and short vowels when reading regularly spelled
one- syllable words. Six written syllable -spelling conventions are used in English spelling.
These were regularized by Samuel Webster to justify his 1806 dictionary's division of syllables.
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Six written syllable-spelling conventions are used in English spelling. These were regularized
by Samuel Webster to justify his 1806 dictionary's division of syllables. A syllable is a unit of
organization for a sequence of speech sounds. For example, the word water is composed of two
syllables: wa and ter. A syllable is typically. The duration of a closed syllable rhyme was
calculated by measuring the duration of the vowel and the part of the geminate consonant or
consonant cluster preceding.
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